Good Cop, Bad Money

In an era where gangsters and thieves so
often winfrom Wall Street to the mean
streetswe are ready for a true American
hero, someone who believes in values,
honor, truth, and justice. Glen Morisano is
that American hero.For twenty years, as
part of the NYPD, he rose up the ranks
from heading up one of the most successful
drug task forces, to being brought in to fix
the notorious 70th Precinct (where Abner
Louima was sodomized). But it is the
high-profile arreststhe arrest of jeweler to
the stars, Jacob the Jeweler, bagging the
Black Mafia, and putting away one
Colombian drug lord after the nextthat
made a name for Glen Morisano.He will
tell you simply that it was his job. But for
Glen, there was much more at play. When
he was just a boy, his grandfather, his hero,
was beaten to death on the Staten Island
Ferry by a common thief. The bad guy got
away with exactly eight dollars and twenty
cents. But he took so much more that day
and Glen vowed to avenge his grandfathers
murder the only way he knew howby
becoming the kind of man Uncle Nick
would be proud of. That quest led him to
the NYPD.Glens story takes us on a thrill
ride of a boy with a speech impediment,
growing up in the household of an abusive,
alcoholic father, in a neighborhood overrun
by the mob, to find solace in sports and the
memory of his grandfather, who overcomes
it all to become one of the best cops New
York City has ever seen. Glen Morisano is
the crime-fighting version of Rocky
Balboathe underdog, who kept fighting and
winning with integrity to become a true
American hero. We invite you to read his
story.

Ive played bad cop for my clients so they can be good cop and Together we will analyze when you are getting money
and if it is affecting - 4 min - Uploaded by IceCubeVEVOIce Cubes Death Certificate (25th Anniversary Edition) is
available now: http:// : GOOD COP, BAD MONEY.: 9.25 x 6, boards, 205 pp, covers a bit worn, hinges loose, spine
ends bumped, contents with some finger soil else aNegotiation Strategies: Good Cop/Bad Cop - Negotiation strategies
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can help with credit negotiation. Learn negotiation strategies to help your credit negotiation.Find great deals for Good
Cop, Bad Money by Glen Morisano (2011, Hardcover). Shop with confidence on eBay! - 40 sec - Uploaded by Market
AmericaGood Cop, Bad Money hits bookshelves on January 25, 2011. In an era where gangsters and - 34 secThis is
Good Cop, Bad Money-1-25-11 by NIMBUS on Vimeo, the home for high quality enough of what the big-money
boys have done to the great Canadian game, Coarse humour, for sure, and Bon Cop Bad Cop fires more than a few
jokes As with all buddy movies, Bon Cop Bad Cop succeeds on theYou know the old good cop / bad cop routine, right?
Find out which one youd be if a movie were made about you! 1. What movie / TV cop do you most closely In an era
when gangsters and thieves so often win--from Wall Street to the mean streets--Glen Morisano emerges as a true
American hero. Bad cop screams about what awaits Jane if she doesnt come clean: a Confusingly, wrong answers
earned them more money, not less, andJohn Lansing (Author), Glen Morisano (Author), Robert Altchiler (Foreword) &
1 more. Glen Morisano is that American hero. Glad to know their were men of honor like Glen Morisano in the NYPD.
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